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Nanoscale real-time molecular sensing requires large signal enhancement, small background, short
detection time and high spectral resolution. We demonstrate a new vibrational spectroscopic technique
which satisfies all of these conditions. This time-resolved surface-enhanced coherent anti-Stokes Raman
scattering (tr-SECARS) spectroscopy is used to detect hydrogen-bonded molecular complexes of
pyridine with water in the near field of gold nanoparticles with large signal enhancement and a fraction
of a second collection time. Optimal spectral width and time delays of ultrashort laser pulses suppress
the surface-enhanced non-resonant background. Time-resolved signals increase the spectral resolution
which is limited by the width of the probe pulse and allow measuring nanoscale vibrational dephasing
dynamics. This technique combined with quantum chemistry simulations may be used for the
investigation of complex mixtures at the nanoscale and surface environment of artificial nanostructures
and biological systems.

D
etecting molecular complexes at the nanoscale presents a challenge for current state-of-the-art spec-
troscopy due to weak signals from small amounts of material, spectral congestion from complex
mixtures and background from solvents, substrates or the molecules themselves. Two of the most

commonly used techniques that provide species-specific spectroscopic signals in the form of vibrational
fingerprints are surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS)1–4 and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering
(CARS)5 spectroscopies. In order to enhance the signal by several orders of magnitude, SERS takes advantage
of the electromagnetic near-field enhancement while CARS employs molecular coherence. Several attempts
have been previously made to combine these two techniques to achieve best-of-both-worlds maximum signal
enhancement6–13. However, small enhancement factors, low spectral resolution, large background and poor
reproducibility have limited application of these implementations. Overcoming these difficulties may lead to
significant improvements in nanoscale sensing and new breakthrough applications in real-time label-free
nano-imaging of biomolecules, detection of toxic chemicals and hazardous materials, genome sequencing,
nano-catalysis and many others.

Here we have mitigated these drawbacks and demonstrated a new combination of surface and coherence
enhancements by using laser pulse shaping and time-resolved detection. We applied this new time-resolved
surface-enhanced coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (tr-SECARS) technique to investigate molecular com-
plexes of pyridine in the vicinity of gold nanoparticles. Various molecular complexes can be formed by interaction
with a nitrogen atom of pyridine (Fig. 1a). Hydrogen-bonded complexes with water cannot be excluded as water
may be present in small amounts on the surface of gold. Pyridine-water complexes have been previously studied
using Raman spectroscopy14–16, and pyridine was the first molecule for which SERS was demonstrated1. Single
molecules and monolayers are usually the targets of research and proof-of-principle demonstrations. However,
the ultimate goal is often to detect multilayer nanomolar amounts of chemicals. The near-field of plasmonic
nanoparticles decays exponentially extending into a few layers of covering molecules (Fig. 1b). If these molecules
are excited coherently, they may provide strong signal enhancement even from a small volume. The signal then
originates both from molecular surface species and environment (including the native resonant bands of the bulk
pyridine) in the vicinity of nanoparticles.
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Results
A typical SERS spectrum of pyridine on aggregated gold nanoparti-
cles is shown in Fig. 1c (red circles). The observed two strong peaks at
990 and 1030 cm21 correspond to the ring breathing (n1) and tri-
angle (n12) modes, respectively. These modes have been previously
observed in SERS spectra on silver and gold colloid nanoparticles17,18,
aggregates19 and rough surfaces1. We used a 0.2 W Nd:YAG laser
beam at 532 nm with 80 sec signal collection time. A similar spec-
trum was obtained from bulk pyridine without gold NPs with reso-
lution , 3 cm21. Our results agree with the previous reports. We
used a modified sample preparation procedure (described in the
Supporting Material). Briefly, a solution of colloid gold nanoparticles
(NPs) with an average diameter ,10 nm (Fig. S1A in the Supporting
Material) was prepared and then deposited onto a clean glass sub-
strate to form a multilayer aggregate of gold NPs. The resulting
surface had a roughness , 100 nm as shown in Fig. 1d (see Sup-
porting Material). The extinction spectrum revealed a red shift and
broadening of the plasmon resonance due to surface aggregation
(Fig. 1e, black line). Similar randomly aggregated nanoparticles have
been previously used as SERS substrates4. A drop of neat pyridine was
deposited onto a gold surface and covered by a microscope glass slide
to suppress evaporation. A 12 mm thickness of the pyridine layer
between the glass slide and the substrate was measured using an
optical microscope. All experiments were performed at room tem-
perature under ambient conditions.

To increase the signal enhancement and to decrease the collection
time we implemented a time-resolved surface-enhanced CARS

(tr-SECARS) spectroscopy. In contrast to previous femtosecond
SECARS techniques, our approach employs femtosecond broadband
pump and Stokes pulses to excite molecular vibrational coherence
and a picosecond narrowband probe pulse to generate the signal. It is
based on our previously developed FAST-CARS approach to sup-
press the nonresonant background20–22. Here we combine the coher-
ence enhancement of FAST-CARS with the surface enhancement of
SERS. This background suppression is essential because plasmonic
nanoparticles also enhance the unwanted nonresonant four-wave
mixing. This has been a challenge of several recent experiments on
surface-enhanced CARS spectroscopy7,12,13. The combination of
these advantages allows the use of tr-SECARS to detect and invest-
igate molecular species adsorbed onto the surface of nanoparticles in
the presence of the background bulk molecules not interacting with
the surface.

We performed tr-SECARS spectroscopy of the 12 mm thick pyr-
idine samples described above. The experimental setup is based on
the previously described configuration21,22. A simplified scheme in
Fig. 2a shows three collinear laser pulses incident on a sample of gold
nanoparticles coupled to pyridine molecules. The full setup is
described in the Supporting Material. Briefly, the center frequencies
of the three laser beams incident on a sample were chosen to match
the plasmon resonance peak of the aggregated gold NPs (Fig. 1e). The
pump and Stokes are femtosecond broadband pulses at 560 and
600 nm, respectively (FWHM , 60 fs). The probe pulse is shaped
by a variable slit of a home-built pulse shaper to have a top-hat-like
spectrum at 805 nm (Fig. 2a). The probe pulse is thus stretched to a

Figure 1 | (a) Equilibrium structures of various pyridine, water and gold complexes obtained from quantum chemical DFT calculations (see Supporting

Material for computational details). Time-resolved SECARS identified structure 1 as the dominant species. (b) Model of pyridine molecules directly

attached to (red) and in the vicinity of (green) gold nanoparticles. Bulk pyridine molecules far from the surface show no signal enhancement (blue). (c)

Experimental SERS spectrum of pyridine on the surface of aggregated gold nanoparticles (red circles) and calculated Raman activities of various

complexes (thin black lines) corresponding to equilibrium structures shown in (a). Lines number 8 correspond to simulated signals from pure pyridine.

(d) AFM image of a surface of randomly aggregated gold nanoparticles. (e) Absorbance spectrum of the gold surface (black, NPs) overlapping with the

laser pulse spectra (pump, Stokes and probe) used in the tr-SECARS experiments.
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picosecond duration and acquires a temporal Sinc shape. The vari-
able time delay Dt scans the probe pulse to suppress the nonresonant
background by placing the pump and Stokes pulses at the node of the
Sinc shape. This optimized tr-SECARS technique combines the
advantages of a broadband coherent vibrational excitation with high
resolution narrowband probing and is well suited for microscopic
imaging applications.

Typical two-dimensional tr-SECARS spectrograms are shown in
Figs. 2b – 2g with and without gold nanoparticles for different slit
sizes. The signal intensity (log) is plotted as a function of the probe
pulse delay Dt (x-axis) and as a function of the Raman shift (y-axis).
The spectrograms were normalized and leveled by subtracting a
constant offset. We used low excitation energy (50, 50 and 100 nJ
per pulse for the pump, Stokes and probe beams, respectively) to
prevent optical damage of gold NPs. Samples of the 12 mm pyridine
layer with gold NPs show strong well-resolved signals (Figs. 2b, 2d
and 2f). However, no signals were obtained in the absence of NPs
under similar conditions (see Fig. 3e (green) and discussion below).
To compare the signals with and without NPs we increased the

thickness of the pyridine layer to 2 mm and obtained signals of
similar strength as for the 12 mm layer samples with NPs (Figs. 2c,
2e and 2g). Strong nonresonant background is observed around the
zero probe pulse delay time when the pump, Stokes and probe pulses
overlap. However, the molecular coherence created by the pump and
Stokes pulses decays on a longer time scale than the duration of these

Figure 2 | (a) Simplified experimental setup of tr-SECARS spectroscopy.

Three laser beams collinearly excite nanomolar amounts of pyridine in the

near-field of gold nanoparticles. The pump (green) and Stokes (orange)

broadband femtosecond laser pulses excite a molecular vibrational

coherence which is probed by a time-delayed shaped narrowband

picosecond probe pulse (red). The probe pulse is Sinc-shaped by a pulse

shaper slit. The tr-SECARS signal is generated in the forward direction

(blue) and collected by a spectrometer with a 0.1 s integration time. (b) –

(g) 2D spectrograms obtained by scanning the probe pulse delay. The slit of

the pulse shaper determines the spectral resolution and allows resolving

three and two pyridine Raman lines with (b, d, f) and without (c, e, g)

nanoparticles, respectively. Three slit sizes are used (0.01, 0.33 and

1.03 mm) to demonstrate three cases on no, partial or complete spectral

overlap. Spectra with (left column, NPs) and without (right column, Bulk)

nanoparticles are obtained from 12 mm and 2 mm thick layers of pyridine,

respectively.

Figure 3 | Normalized spectra for 1 ps delay and temporal traces of

pyridine with (red) and without (blue, green) gold nanoparticles (NPs)

obtained from the 2D spectrograms of Fig. 2. Signals with NPs were

obtained from 12 mm thick layers of pyridine on the surface of NPs. Bulk

signals without NPs showed no detectable spectral features for 12 mm thick

samples (green, (e)). Therefore bulk signals without NPs were obtained

under similar excitation conditions from 2 mm thick layers (blue). (a) –

(d) correspond to the 0.01 mm slit and the case of a narrow line width with

little spectral overlap. Three modes (dashed) are resolved in (a) with NPs

(red): at 990 cm21 and 997 cm21 due to the ring breathing mode of free

pyridine and hydrogen-bonded pyridine-water complexes, respectively;

and at 1030 cm21 due to the triangle mode of a mixture of both species.

However, only two modes are observed without NPs (blue): at 990 and

1030 cm21 indicating no presence of water in the bulk pyridine. (b) – (d)

are convolutions of the vibrational dephasing (1030, 990 and 997 cm21

modes, respectively) with shaped probe pulse temporal profiles. (e) – (g)

correspond to the 0.33 mm slit and intermediate case of partial spectral

congestion: two spectral lines are resolved in (e) both with (red) and

without (blue) NPs. The ring breathing mode of the pyridine-water

complex is not resolved in the spectra (e), but can be extracted from the

temporal trace (g) where the vibrational dephasing is deconvoluted from

the probe pulse shape. No detectable signals were observed without NPs

under identical conditions (green) and, therefore, the amount of bulk

pyridine was increased (blue). (h) and (i) correspond to the 1.03 mm slit

where all spectral lines are congested and no modes are spectrally resolved.

This latter case represents an example of femtosecond SECARS

spectroscopy. Both dynamical and structural information can be obtained

from the time-resolved traces (i). However all information is convoluted,

and complicated fitting analysis is required. Tr-SECARS provides the

advantage of using both spectral and temporal dimensions simultaneously

to extract the relevant structural and dynamical information.
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pulses. Therefore the pyridine Raman signals are identified even up
to 10 ps delay.

The spectral resolution is determined by the spectral width of the
probe pulse which, in turn, depends on the slit size. Fig. 2 shows tr-
SECARS spectrograms for the slit sizes of 0.01, 0.33 and 1.03 mm
with qualitatively different Raman spectra and decay dynamics.
These slits correspond to the probe pulse width of 5, 22 and
65 cm21, respectively. The spectrograms for a small slit (0.01 mm)
revealed an additional blue-shifted line at , 997 cm21 (Fig. 2b)
which was absent in bulk pyridine (Fig. 2c). The spectra with NPs
were sensitive to the position of the laser focal spot on the sample and
showed spatial intensity variations of this signal due to the presence
of randomly distributed hot spots. For larger slits, the decreased
resolution leads to quantum beating patterns due to spectral overlaps
of several resonances. The samples with nanoparticles show more
complicated beat patterns due to formation of pyridine complexes
(Figs. 2d and 2f). We carried out a detailed analysis by taking 1D
traces along the x- and y-axes of these 2D spectrograms at the max-
ima of the Raman signals and for 1 ps probe pulse delay, respectively
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3a shows the normalized spectra of pyridine for the 0.01 mm
slit with (red) and without (blue) gold NPs. The spectra are shown for
the optimal probe delay of 1 ps which corresponds to the largest
signal and smallest nonresonant background. A new blue-shifted
vibrational mode of pyridine with NPs at , 997 cm21 is clearly
resolved. However, the nonresonant background is not completely
suppressed for this slit size due to the long duration of the probe pulse
(several ps). The corresponding temporal traces for each mode are
shown in Figs. 3b – 3d. These traces are convolutions of the probe
pulse shape and exponential decays of the vibrational coherences. To
extract the decay dynamics it is necessary to perform deconvolution
analysis and to characterize the probe pulse shape. This can be
avoided by decreasing the probe pulse duration using a larger slit
width.

We consider two cases with a larger slit width of 0.33 (Figs. 3e – 3g)
and 1.03 mm (Figs. 3h and 3i). The spectra in Fig. 3e for 1 ps probe
delay show two lines both with (red) and without (blue) NPs which
are different only by the amplitude ratios. Therefore, from these
spectra alone it is not possible to deduce the existence of the third,
blue-shifted transition due to the presence of nanoparticles. How-
ever, the temporal traces provide this information via quantum beats
(Figs. 3f and 3g). In Fig. 3f both traces for the 1030 cm21 triangle
mode (with (red) and without (blue) NPs) decay monotonously.
However, the 900 cm21 ring breathing mode with NPs (red) in
Fig. 3g exhibits a pronounced modulation caused by a quantum
beating between two resonances. In this case, the probe pulse dura-
tion is short enough for the temporal traces to directly reveal vibra-
tional dephasing dynamics which can be easily analyzed.

Among many approaches to estimate the enhancement factor
(EF)2,3,19, we used direct scaling of spectral amplitudes. As described
above the signals with (red) and without (blue) NPs are obtained for
the 12mm and 2 mm layers of pyridine, respectively. Spectra of the 12
mm layers without NPs (Bulk, green) show no detectable signals
(Fig. 3e). Therefore, in order to estimate the surface enhancement
factor we compare signals for the 12 mm (NPs) and 2 mm (bulk)
layers. We assume that the signals with gold NPs are generated from
, 50 nm layers of pyridine which corresponds to an upper bound
extension of NP near fields (Fig. 1b). Taking into account the finite
coherence length in the sample and the focusing length of laser
beams we estimate that the signals without NPs are generated from
, 300mm layer of bulk pyridine. Normalizing the ratios of the signals
in Fig. 3e yields the enhancement factor of , 107. It is six orders of
magnitude more than previously reported using femtosecond
SECARS from a silver colloid10, and two orders of magnitude higher
than from a structured surface12. Also, compared to femtosecond
SECARS in ref. [12], it has a higher spectral resolution and lower

nonresonant background. This value is closer to the theoretical
estimate of , 1010 for isolated NPs23.

Upon a further increase of the slit size the probe pulse duration
approaches that of the original unshaped femtosecond pulse and all
the spectra become congested (Fig. 3h). It is not possible to assign
modes from any spectrum at one time delay. This drawback can be
overcome by performing a time-resolved spectral measurement and
analysis of the temporal traces. Fig. 3i shows a periodic quantum
beating pattern for bulk pyridine without NPs (blue) and a more
complicated beating pattern for pyridine with NPs (red). We fit these
curves by a sum of three exponential functions and obtain vibrational
dephasing rates which correspond to the previously resolved modes
(the fitting procedure and the results (Table S1) are summarized in
the Supporting Material). Decreasing the slit size yields better spec-
tral resolution but larger nonresonant background due to the longer
temporal duration of the probe pulse. The optimum is found for the
0.33 mm slit which shows narrow spectral lines and small back-
ground in Fig. 3e.

Discussion
Using tr-SECARS we obtained both spectral and temporal informa-
tion from nanoscale volumes of pyridine in the vicinity of gold NPs.
The spectra enable the characterization of the nature of pyridine
complexes with other molecular species on the surface and the
dynamics reveal their function. Using density functional theory
(DFT) we calculated the equilibrium structures and Raman fre-
quency shifts of various complexes of pyridine, water, and gold clus-
ters. The simulation details are given in the Supporting Material. The
calculated vibrational wave numbers of pyridine ring breathing (B)
and triangle (T) modes are listed in Tables S2–S4. Our simulation
results show that in different complexes the triangle mode is within
, 3 cm21 of the bulk pyridine (Fig. 1c). In contrast, the ring breath-
ing mode shows a significant variation of shifts towards higher
values. The shift due to pyridine-water hydrogen bond formation
is smaller than the shift caused by the pyridine-gold interaction and
matches well with the experimentally determined value of , 7 cm21.
(The overall blue shift of the simulated signals with respect of the
experimental value is due to quantum chemical approximations.)
Therefore we conclude that the pyridine-water complex provides
the most significant contribution to the observed tr-SECARS spectra
(number 1 in Figs. 1a and 1c). Thus, tr-SECARS allows the detection
of a small amount of water on the surface of gold nanoparti-
cles. Previous studies reported similar line shifts observed from bulk
mixtures of pyridine and water at silver surfaces1. In contrast, here we
considered pure pyridine. Water is found as a small impurity on the
surface of gold, which may have been adsorbed from the ambient air.

Here we report a first observation of nanoscale pyridine-water
complexes using time-resolved surface-enhanced coherent Raman
(tr-SECARS) spectroscopy. These complexes were not observed in
the SERS spectra. This result highlights the differences between SERS
and tr-SECARS. Different laser frequencies, powers, and acquisition
times do not allow a direct comparison of the enhancement factors.
We used a high power cw Nd:YAG laser to obtain the SERS signals in
a reasonable time of , 80 s. This continuous perturbation might
have caused degradation of the hydrogen-bonded complexes. On
the other hand, tr-SECARS uses ultrashort laser pulses at 1 kHz
repetition rate with the total sub-nanosecond perturbation time of
the system. This may have particular advantages for the investigation
of fragile molecular complexes in biological systems which cannot
sustain high-power SERS laser sources. Investigation of such bio-
complexes at nanoscale requires depositing even more laser power
to obtain good signals. Tr-SECARS provides a promising alternative
route towards this goal. This method presents new promising oppor-
tunities for high resolution and high sensitivity characterization of
nanoparticle surfaces and nanoscale biomolecular complexes.
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Tr-SECARS spectroscopy could be used to detect small amounts
of toxic substances such as anthrax due to higher sensitivity com-
pared with conventional coherent Raman techniques. Optimal pulse
shapes could be found using open-24 and closed-loop25 coherent
control methods applied on the nanoscale. Improvements of sample
preparation could also increase enhancement factors. Resonant
optical nanoantennas26 could be designed for optimal tr-SECARS
signals controlled by pulse shaping27. Time-resolved tip-enhanced
CARS spectroscopy7 and subwavelength microscopy could be rea-
lized by extension of the present approach. Spectral interpretation
could be facilitated by using higher levels of theory and by direct
modeling of the surface-enhanced CARS signals28. With further
developments tr-SECARS could achieve ultrashort sub-picosecond
signal acquisition and single shot real-time detection capabilities.
Other related surface-enhanced nonlinear optical spectroscopic
techniques could be developed based on the present approach29.
Various coherent multidimensional optical spectroscopies could be
implemented on the nanoscale that would benefit from the improved
spectral and spatial resolution and higher sensitivity30,31. It would be
possible to directly probe subwavelength vibrational and electronic
response functions of complex artificial and biological systems in real
time. Finally, tr-SECARS could be used as a new method for studying
coherent dynamics of nanowater on the surface of biomolecules or in
confined nanowires32 for biomedical and nanofluidic applications.
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